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Red Bull Racing said: 

“We have found Taxback International a 
thoroughly professional and competent 
organisation. In particular, we have valued 
their flexibility in dealing with the specific 
requirements in our industry and our 
intercompany and partner transactions.”

Jota Sport said: 

“Last year was the first time Jota Sport 
used Taxback International to assist with 
our multi country Euro VAT reclaim. 
They proved to be highly efficient and 
knowledgeable in this field. “

Motopark Academy said: 

“Thanks to our good collaboration with 
Taxback International the procedure 
of VAT–recovery in our company has 
considerably improved. The time to 
refunding became shorter and with less 
effort for our employees. As well due to the 
collaboration with Taxback International 
we have received a lot better rate of VAT-
recovery than before. We are favourably 
impressed about the professionalism and 
promptitude of the Taxback International 
– team and can recommend their services 
to other companies.”



Arden International Motorsport said: 

“Having recently completed our first year 
with Taxback International, I am pleasantly 
surprised to find such a professional and 
competent organisation and would not 
hesitate to recommend them.”
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Capsicum Motorsport Limited t/a Carlin 
said: 

“Taxback International have offered us 
an incredibly professional and thorough 
service that has been essential in our 
VAT recovery process. Their in-depth and 
specialist knowledge in our industry has 
made the process straight forward and 
has helped us take advantage of the full 
amount of VAT recoverable to us as a 
company. We have been very impressed 
with their ability to take information away 
and process it in a timely manner with 
minimum disruption or addition to our 
daily work load and would not hesitate in 
continuing to use their services.”


